We would like to invite you to our
Cambridge English Seminar at WIFI Vorarlberg

Wednesday, 11th March 2020 at 13:45

Join us for a rich programme of workshops on Cambridge English including exam facts and news, teaching tips and how to introduce exams at your school. In addition, there will be plenty of opportunity to network with like-minded colleagues. Don’t miss the newest Cambridge Exam Teacher’s Handbooks which will be on hand for you to take with you as well as a wide selection of published teaching materials for you to browse.

Programme
13:45  Sign up
14:00  Welcome and News incl. revised A2 Key and B1 Preliminary
14:30  Cambridge: More than just exam preparation
       Presenters: Tania Pichierri and Mojca Bensa from Cambridge University Press
15:40  Break with refreshments, book stand and networking
16:10  How writing gets marked
       Presenter: Bronwyn Konrad, Head English Trainer at WIFI and Cambridge Speaking Examiner for all levels
16:50  Wrap up
17:00  End

Venue:
WIFI Vorarlberg
Bahnhofstraße 24
6850 Dornbirn

Your contact at WIFI:
Jasmin Bilgeri
T 05572 3894 472
E Bilgeri.jasmin@vlbg.wifi.at

Registration:
Please register using our online registration form:
https://de.surveymonkey.com/r/cambridge-seminar-wifi-dornbirn-2020
Registration closes on 9.3.2020
The event is free of charge. An attendance certificate will be provided.

We are looking forward to your participation!
Workshops

Cambridge: More than just exam preparation
How do we prepare our students to succeed in a fast-changing world? To collaborate with people from around the globe? To innovate as technology increasingly takes over routine work? To use advanced thinking skills in the face of more complex challenges? These are questions educators around the world are trying to address and to determine the skills and competencies which are increasingly important for our students in the 21st century.

Cambridge University Press has developed the Cambridge Life Competencies Framework to show what different skills there are and how they can develop. Tania Pichierri and Mojca Bensa from Cambridge University Press will show you how these life competencies are already embedded in many of your English lessons and how Cambridge Exam preparation in particular promotes the development of these vital life skills.

How writing gets marked
Statistics show that students in Vorarlberg consistently score lower on the Writing section of Cambridge exams than any other section, regardless of level. The aim, therefore, of this workshop is to provide insight as to how Cambridge assessors mark writing as well as input on how student’s scores may be improved. The focus will primarily centre around the B2 First and C1 Advanced exams, however other exams will be touched upon and, of course, questions about exams at all levels are welcome.

Join Bronwyn Konrad, Head English Trainer at WIFI and Cambridge Speaking Examiner for all levels, who will guide you through this session.

We are looking forward to your participation!